MEDIA RELEASE
Wavelink announces Microsoft Lync qualification for
KIRK DECT solution
May 25, 2012 – Wavelink, a value added distributor of business IP, wireless,
communication and network security and access solutions has announced that the KIRK
DECT solution has achieved Microsoft Lync qualification.
KIRK Microsoft Lync Interoperability has now passed all qualification testing by
Microsoft. It is the first professional wireless solution to achieve a Microsoft qualification
and the first multi-cell DECT solution with direct interoperability to Microsoft® LyncTM
Server 2010.
Ilan Rubin, managing director, Wavelink, said, “With KIRK Microsoft Lync
Interoperability, customers will experience all the benefits of wireless telephony with
great direct integration into the Lync platform without the need for a gateway.
“With more than 5,000 systems already installed in Australia and New Zealand, the
success of the KIRK DECT system can be attributed to its flexibility and broad range of
applications. KIRK handsets are widely recognised for their ability to operate in a wide
range of environments, from office spaces to the harshest manufacturing facilities.
“The KIRK Wireless Server 6000 can now provide wireless extensions to the Microsoft
Lync platform as well as integrate seamlessly with onsite text messaging systems such
as Nursecall, alarms and building management systems.
“Customers choose KIRK DECT systems because of the brand’s reputation and
reliability, value for money and the knowledge that Wavelink is serious about offering the
best in service, training and support.”
KIRK systems are used by a diverse range of industries including retail, manufacturing,
hospitality and healthcare, which lets organisations easily increase the mobility of their
workforce as well as expand staff access to core telephony features.
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Wavelink (www.wavelink.com.au) specialises in the supply, marketing and support of a
range of leading edge business IP, wireless, communication and network security and
access solutions. Wavelink distributes a range of products from Polycom, Meru
Networks, Digium, Zenprise, Cisco, AirTight, Nomadix and Bradford Networks. For more
information please contact Wavelink on 1300 147 000.

